MARITIME ACTIVITY
DESIGN YOUR OWN TRAILBOARD

Trailboards are two decorative boards located in the bow on the longhead
on both sides of a sailing vessel, and usually include its name for
identification. Many of these decorative boards incorporated intricate
designs, and boat names were often personally significant to the boat
builder. Typical designs in the past were leaves, vines, wavy patterns,
flags, and eagles, and lettering was generally done in Roman Square type.

This art exercise uses concepts of symmetry and
creative design to make your own trailboards.

Instructions:
Take a piece of 8 1/2 x 11" paper or construction paper and turn it
horizontally. Place a mark 3/4" up from the bottom right corner of the
paper. Turn the paper upside down and mark 3/4" up from the bottom right
corner of the paper again. Draw a diagonal line across the paper,
connecting your two marks, and then cut along the line in order to make
two trailboards.
Line up your two trailboards so the two 3/4" edges touch. This will create a
mirror image. From here you will add your name and design to both pieces.
Refer to the photos above for a visual reference.
Now it's time to plan your design! Think of a name (family, friend, pet,
location, event, etc.) and one or two simple patterns. Draw/stencil the
name and design two times on a separate piece of paper. Then cut them
out. Be sure to check the size of your name so that there is enough room
to add your design to the trailboards.
Next, lay out your design on one trailboard with the name in the center. Add
your chosen design or pattern in the blank spaces on either side of the
name. Repeat your design on the other board. Make adjustments so the
patterns are the same on both the short and long edges of each trailboard
before gluing anything. Remember that its design will mirror the other
trailboard.
When finished you may use your trailboards as pennants, if you wish.
Pennants today are often used to celebrate an event or show spirit, like for
a baseball team. Hang them in a prominent space to celebrate
the person, place, or thing named on the trailboards.

